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EDITORIAL 

I am pleased to announce Journal of Forensic Psychology (JFPY)  

a rapid peer reviewed Journal which describe the most 

significant and cutting-edge research in all areas of Psychology. 

This scientific journal publishes a wide range of article in this 

discipline covering all modern trends in clinical and 

experimental research associated with Forensic Clinical 

Psychology, Forensic Psychology Practice, Forensic Psychiatry, 

Forensic Child Psychology, Legal Psychology, Organizational 

Psychology, Forensic Neuropsychology, Police Psychology, 

Correctional Psychologist, Paranormal activity, Mental Illness 

and Violence, Chronic Criminals, Antisocial personality 

disorder, Criminal Proceedings, Mental Disorders and creates a 

platform for the authors to contribute towards the journal. The 

scope of the journal is not limited to the listed research areas    

but also include brain and its functioning. The editorial office 

promises to peer review the submitted manuscripts and ensures 

quality. (ISSN: 2475-319X) is growing continuously. 

It is our pleasure to announce that during year 2020, all issues of 

volume 5 were published online on time and the print issues 

were also brought out and dispatched within 30 days of 

publishing the issue online. 

Journal of Forensic Psychology aims to provide an Open Access 

platform for the researchers to share their expert knowledge in 

basic, clinical and applied studies related to Forensic 

Psychology. 

All published articles of this journal are included in the indexing 

and abstracting coverage of Refseek, Hamdard University, 

EBSCO, and Geneva Foundation for Medical Education and 

Research. Journal Impact factor for the year 2019 was 1.3. 

The articles published in Journal of Forensic Psychology have 

been cited 2 times by eminent researchers all around the world. 

Following is the list of articles that have cited the articles 

published in Journal of Forensic Psychology 

Journal of Forensic Psychology also announces its association 

with Longdom group for Archiving, Journal maintenance, 

financial purpose and support .However the journal will be 

running its original website https://www.longdom.org/forensic-

psychology.html parallel for Editorial and review work process 

so as to maintain its highest standard of scientific work. Impact 

factor for 2020 is 1.8. 

Association with Longdom group has increased Readership 

Metrics (By Google Analytics) of Journal of Forensic 

Psychology Journal which can be accessed at Google Analytics 

Metrics for the Journal of Forensic Psychology 

I take this opportunity to acknowledge the contribution of 

Editor- in-Chief: Agostinho Francisco Leite and Editorial Board 

Members to convey our gratitude to all the authors, reviewers, 

the publisher, the advisory and the editorial board of JFPY, the 

office bearers for their support in bringing out yet another 

volume of JFPY and look forward to their unrelenting support to 

bring out the Volume 5 of JFPY in scheduled time. 
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